The Mysterious Book

(After snack in the library) “Hey, Claire! Could
you push that ladder to me? I want to see those books up
there. Maybe I can find what I‟ve been looking for,” Jane
whispered to Claire. “ Here you go Jane!” “Thanks Claire!!”
“Claire! Check it out! I found an ancient book up here! I‟ll
bring it down,” called Jane from the top of the ladder.“ And
I think I found the book you need,” said Claire. “I‟ll check
out the hamster book and you can check out the ancient
book - The Magic Moonstone.” said Jane. “After all, I‟m the
one who needs the hamster book.” she added.
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At math time, back in the classroom, no one would
talk to or even look at one another. Jane sat beside Claire.
They exchanged worried glances. They didn‟t know what to do.
When both of them finished their work together, they put
their work on the „FINISH‟ tray on the back shelf. The
moment they were back there together, Jane whispered to
Claire “I hope „The Magic Moonstone‟ will give us a solution or
at least an idea.” Suddenly, Ms. Clara told the class that they
may go to the library if they‟re done with their work.
Jane and Claire rushed to the library and together
they read „The Magic Moonstone‟.
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The book told them about an old man who had a
magic moonstone that can grant three wishes. He had a
childhood friend who accompanied him while he went
exploring. The old man shared the moonstone‟s secret with his
childhood friend. Soon the news spread out about the
moonstone and more and more people wanted the moonstone
for themselves. The two old men knew that it wasn‟t safe for
them to keep the moonstone. They had used up two of the
moonstone‟s wishes before they had to hide it deep in the heart
of a forest where nobody would ever find it.
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